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Member Institutions 2017-2018

Contact Us

Vision
Contribute to the well-being of  

Canada’s north, its communities and 
 its inhabitants by sharing knowledge 

gained through leadership in northern 
research and education.

Mission
ACUNS plays a leadership role in  

promoting a diverse and comprehensive 
understanding of the North through the 

facilitation of collaborative research,  
knowledge mobilization and education.

Aurora College 
Brock University 
Cape Breton University 
Carleton University 
Churchill Northern Studies Centre 
Concordia University 
Grant MacEwan University 
Institut national de la recherche scientifique
Labrador Institute of Memorial University 
McGill University 
Nunavut Arctic College 
Queen’s University 

Trent University 
Université du Québec à Montréal 
Université du Québec à Rimouski 
Université du Québec en Abitibi-
Témiscamingue 
Université Laval 
University College of the North 
University of Alberta 
University of Lethbridge 
University of Manitoba 
University of New Brunswick 
University of Northern British Columbia 

University of Ottawa 
University of Prince Edward Island 
University of Saskatchewan 
University of Toronto 
University of Victoria 
University of Waterloo 
Western University 
Wilfrid Laurier University 
Wilp Wilxo-oskwhl Nisga’a 
York University 
Yukon College

Association of Canadian Universities for Northern Studies
For forty years the Association of Canadian Universities for Northern Studies (ACUNS) has successfully promoted the advancement of  
northern scholarship through its mandate and programs. Established in 1978, ACUNS is a registered charitable organization operating  
with an office in Ottawa, and active volunteer representatives at over 35 member institutions across the country. ACUNS’ governing body  
is a Council of representatives from each member university, who meet annually to oversee the work of the Association. An elected Executive  
and Board of Directors are responsible for the activities of the Association between general meetings. As part of the Association’s organization 
and communications strategy, each member institution appoints an individual as its ACUNS Council representative. Council members receive  
and distribute information from the Association and, in turn, represent their institution or organization at Association meetings.

ACUNS
200 - 32 Colonnade Rd
Ottawa, ON K2E 7J6

TEL: (613) 820-8300

ACUNS.CA

  facebook.com/acunsaucen

  @acunsaucen

  @acunsaucen

EXECUTIVE DIRECTOR:  
Jeanette Doucet  
awards@acuns.ca 
TEL: (613) 820-8300 ext.100

COMMUNICATIONS SPECIALIST: 
Janice Ioi Gardner 
communications@acuns.ca 
TEL: (613) 820-8300 ext. 101

ACUNS works hard to keep our members connected by providing ongoing information in the form of a weekly northern media watch,  
a quarterly online newsletter and regular updates on our awards program, the Canadian Northern Studies Trust. In turn, we rely on  
our representatives to share this information with their fellow faculty members and their northern studies students.

The active support from and engagement with our member institutions help fulfill the ACUNS vision to engage Canadians in the dialogue 
on research in Canada’s north. Your institution’s membership in the Association supports the next generation of northern researchers 
and celebrates the commitment and contributions of their mentors and professors. Your active engagement as a representative of your 
institution means more applicants to our awards and scholarship program, which means more students being supported to do responsible 
northern research.
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Message from the President
Inuit leader and diplomat, Sheila Watt-Cloutier, said that “leadership is about working from a principled and ethical  
place within yourself. It is to model, authentically, for others, a sense of calm, clarity and focus.” This aptly describes  
the leadership style of our former President of ACUNS, Dr. Monique Bernier, whose unwavering support and steadfast 
advocacy for collaborative research prioritized the interests of northern communities and students. Her impressive legacy 
involved re-envisioning the ACUNS strategic plan for 2015-2020 and expanding the suite of awards programs that ACUNS  
administers with the introduction of The W. Garfield Weston Foundation-funded archaeology awards and the Dr. Jim 
McDonald Scholarship in social sciences, humanities and health sciences. I wish to thank Dr. Bernier for her direction  
and commitment to advancing the interests of our Association.

During the last year, ACUNS has made considerable progress in supporting northern research and scholarship. Executive 
Director, Jeanette Doucet, coordinated and published the second in our series of northern engagement reports, Research 
Excellence in the Northwest Territories: Holistic, Relevant and Ethical Research in the Social Sciences, Humanities and Health Sciences 
(SSHHS). Like the first report in this series, which focused on research in Yukon Territory, this report was based on a series  
of community engagements with stakeholders in the Northwest Territories. It provides guidance to researchers working with 
northern communities and sets the framework for ACUNS to pursue external funding for targeted awards and scholarships 
in social sciences, humanities and health sciences, all of which are vital areas of study to the North.  These engagements 
would not have been possible without the participation of numerous community and territorial organizations, and the 
financial support and participation of the Social Sciences and Humanities Research Council of Canada (SSHRC). In February 
2019, Jeanette will lead ACUNS in its third community engagement, this time in Nunavut. Building on the success of our 
meetings in Yukon and Northwest Territories, the Nunavut report will provide insights into the research priorities of local  
and territorial organizations. Copies of the reports are available in PDF form from our website.  

Engagements like this are wonderful opportunities for ACUNS to learn from northerners and promote itself as a key link 
between communities and academic institutions that conduct northern research. ACUNS relies on annual fees from its 
member institutions to promote its activities on a national stage. I would like to thank the member institutions listed in this 
report for their ongoing support, and I urge you to renew your pledge to ACUNS as it is critical to our success. 

A significant part of our work is the administration of the Canadian Northern Studies Trust (CNST) awards program. This year we 
received more than 170 award applications and the CNST committee, led by its Chair, Heather Exner-Pirot, did a remarkable job 
of reviewing the submissions of so many worthy candidates. The 48 award recipients represent the next generation of northern 
researchers. We continue to work with our donors to build the CNST award program and promote the work of the award 
recipients in the media. In particular, I would like to thank The W. Garfield Weston Foundation (WGWF) for its generous support 
for many of the research awards that ACUNS administers through the CNST awards program. This year, we have taken steps 
to strengthen our relationship through the appointment of Marielle Fontaine, a Specialist in Northern Affairs at the WGWF and 
a former CNST award recipient, as the liaison between the WGWF and ACUNS. I would also like to recognize Polar Knowledge 
Canada for the operational funding and other supports that it provides to ACUNS on an ongoing basis. Without this support, the 
work that we do in supporting northern research would not be possible.     

Efforts to upgrade ACUNS’ marketing and communications strategies have resulted in a boost in our brand recognition. The 
ACUNS website was updated and redesigned in the spring of 2018. Many thanks to Jeanette Doucet for supervising the project 
team at Sensov who developed the new look and layout of the site. Special credit goes to Samantha Darling, our ACUNS intern 
(and recipient of a 2017-2018 Northern Resident Scholarship funded by Polar Knowledge Canada) for her work on creating 
content. At the same time, we welcomed ACUNS’ new Communications Specialist, Janice Ioi Gardner, whose background in 
media and communications has contributed to strengthening our ACUNS brand and helping us reach out to our members.  

In closing, I wish to thank the ACUNS Board of Directors and the CNST Committee Members for their countless volunteer 
hours. In particular, I would like to acknowledge the support and counsel I received from Vice President, Dr. Hugo 
Asselin, and Secretary Treasurer, Dr. Audrey Giles. To Executive Director Jeanette Doucet, I thank her for her outstanding 
contributions to ACUNS and for leading our strategic direction, building partnerships, providing critical support to the CNST 
awards program, and overseeing the day-to-day operations of running the Association. To our donors and partners, thank 
you for your generosity and for creating opportunities for our dynamic northern scholars.

In the coming year, I pledge to uphold the values of ACUNS and continue to contribute to the well-being of Canada’s north,  
its communities and its inhabitants by promoting northern research and education. 

 
Gary N. Wilson, ACUNS President
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GOAL NO. 2
To increase organizational depth and resources to meet 

office space requirements and program demands

• Determine staffing needs.

• Assess budget capability.

• Finalize job description(s) and salary.

• Implement hiring process.

• Draft and finalize staff work-plan, with indicators.

• Purchase equipment for new staff, if/as needed.

• Execute work-plans (ongoing).

• Assess progress against indicators.

• Review staffing needs as appropriate (see indicators).

• Adjust staffing and work-plans as required.

• Assess space and operational requirements and 
options, as well as budget capacity.

• Assess current software capabilities in terms of coping 
with additional applications and awards.

• Execute work-plans (ongoing).

• Evaluate progress/success against indicators.

• Assess program needs and stakeholder needs (survey) 
vs organizational capacity.

• Adjust physical space to better meet program and 
stakeholder needs.

GOAL NO. 1 
To strengthen communications planning and outreach in 

order to increase engagement and public profile

• Confirm that capacity for communications is lacking and 
build specific job description around gaps.

• Create work-plans for both staff members that  
complement eachother and address communications 
needs.

• Develop communications strategies around program 
needs, including success indicators.

• Assess progress against objectives of the 
communications strategies.

• Adjust and/or expand communications and outreach  
to accommodate growth and  
needs of new and existing stakeholder audiences.

• Assess staff capacity relative to communications needs 
in light of higher profile and organizational growth.

• Evaluate communications efforts  
and refine relative to findings.
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GOAL NO. 3
Extend ACUNS representation, member outreach, 

and networking opportunities

• Identify gaps in outreach (linguistic; cross-cultural;  
research areas, etc.).

• Include promotional and exhibit promotional materials in 
communications strategies and budget (obtain quote for  
key items).

• Establish an up-to-date database of networking and the like 
and plan and budget for ACUNS presence (staff and/or Board) 
one year in advance.

• Audit present communications efforts with Committee 
members and develop communications strategy based  
on results.

• Explore ACUNS creation of networking opportunities  
(symposium, conference, pub nights, etc.)

• Implement design and production of higher-quality key 
promotional products such as pop-up banners, pamphlets  
and other exhibit material.

• Attend set number of events per year (staff and/or Board), 
ensuring that a cross-section of networking criteria are met 
(linguistic; cross-cultural; research areas).

• Implement membership (Committee) communications strategy.

• Re-assess membership involvement and interaction  
and adjust strategy accordingly.

• Coordinate ACUNS’ own networking opportunity.

• Create opportunities other than the AGM for ACUNS  
members to come together.

GOAL NO. 4
To maintain strong existing funder partnerships  

and identify additional funding strategies

• Chart deliverables (reports, proposals, letter,  
recipient progress) for each funder with time-lines.

• Select a number of actions from the Crescendo  
environmental scan in order to achieve short-term  
objectives regarding SSH&HS fundraising.

• Prepare and launch a social sciences, humanities and  
health research scholarship for 2016-2017 applications cycle.

• Explore territorial government funding as well as other 
partnership opprtunities.

• Establish new partnerships and funding relationships that are 
mutually beneficial and well-defined in terms of expectations.

• Periodically re-visit administrative fee from existing funding 
partners to ensure sufficient human and material resources  
to manage and promote awards for the benefit of recipients, 
partners and other stakeholders.

• Create new scholarships for the social science,  
humanities and health sciences.

• Increase the amount of the initial social science,  
humanities and health sciences scholarship.

• Assess current software capabilities in terms of coping  
with additional applications and awards.

• Increase organizational capacity (staffing, space, equipment, 
software) to support increase in activity and meet the needs  
of all funding partnerhsips.
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Board of Directors

PRESIDENT 
Gary N. Wilson 
University of Northern British Columbia  

VICE-PRESIDENT 
Hugo Asselin 
Université de Québec en Abitibi 
Témiscamingue

SECRETARY-TREASURER 
Audrey Giles 
University of Ottawa  

DIRECTORS 
Ken Caine 
University of Alberta  

Karla Jessen Williamson 
University of Saskatchewan

Kevin Turner 
Brock University 

Gabrielle Slowey 
York University

Stephanie Irlbacher-Fox 
Carleton University

Audrey Steenbeek 
Dalhousie University

STUDENT DIRECTOR 
Élise Devoie 
University of Waterloo

Canadian Northern Studies Trust (CNST) 
The Canadian Northern Studies Trust (CNST) is the awards program of ACUNS.  The purpose of the CNST is to develop a cadre of scholars 
and scientists with northern experience and, at the same time, to enhance the educational opportunities available for northern residents. 
The CNST has provided more than five million dollars in scholarships and awards from Association endowments and annual donors in 
support of northern research since 1982. The Trust is grateful for the generous support of our donors, The W. Garfield Weston Foundation, 
Polar Knowledge Canada (POLAR), and the Beverly Qamanirjuaq Caribou Management Board.

Adjudication Committees 2018-2019

CNST MANAGEMENT COMMITTEE 
Dr. Heather Exner-Pirot (Chair) 
Strategist for Outreach and Indigenous 
Engagement, College of Nursing 
University of Saskatchewan

Dr. Ellen Avard 
Director, Nunavik Research Centre 
Makivik Corporation

Dr. Christine Barnard 
Science Coordinator, Centre des études 
nordiques (CEN) 
Université Laval

Amanda Graham  
Coordinator/Instructor, Northern Studies, 
School of Liberal Arts 
Yukon College

Dr. Gwen Healey 
Executive and Scientific Director 
Qaujigiartiit Health Research Centre

Dr. Whitney Lackenbauer 
Professor, St. Jerome’s University 
University of Waterloo

Dr. Pat Maher 
Associate Professor 
Cape Breton University

Dr. Milla Rautio 
Professor, Canada Research Chair in 
Boreal and Polar Aquatic Ecology 
Université du Québec à Chicoutimi (UQAC)

Dr. Marianne Stopp 
Historian, Archaeology and History Branch 
Parks Canada

Dr. Rebecca Turpin 
Team Lead, Strategic Planning,  
Science & Technology Program 
Polar Knowledge Canada

Dr. John B. Zoe  
Chair, Dedats’eetsaa Tłı̨chǫ Research and 
Training Institute

CNST NATURAL SCIENCES COMMITTEE 
Dr. Nick Lunn (Chair) 
Research Scientist, Environment 
Canada, Wildlife Research – West

Dr. Scott Lamoureux 
Professor, Department of Geography, 
Queen’s University

Dr. Connie Lovejoy 
Professor, Department of Biology, 
Université Laval

Dr. Mark Mallory 
Associate Professor, Biology,  
Acadia University 

Dr. Derek Mueller 
Associate Professor, Department of 
Geography and Environmental Studies, 
Carleton University 

Dr. Kim Strong 
Professor, Department of Physics, 
University of Toronto
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Message from the CNST Chair
My second year as Chair of the Canadian Northern Studies Trust (CNST) was a rewarding one. There was much to celebrate: 
the diversity of talent and passion from not only the students who applied to the awards and scholarships, but also from the 
adjudication committees who pored over each entry. There is room for growth, too, in the number of candidates who reside 
in the North. ACUNS is motivated to work with donors and northern communities to promote applications in this category for 
the 2019-2020 awards cycle. It is our objective to advance knowledge and understanding of Canada’s north, and to enhance 
the educational opportunities available for northern residents.

With over 170 applications for the 2018-2019 cycle, it was truly inspiring to see so many outstanding and worthy candidates. 
For a list of our 48 award recipients, please see pages 8 to 11 in this report, or visit the website, acuns.ca. Some names 
may be familiar already as several have been interviewed on radio and television and in print. As global interest in Arctic 
issues grows, their diverse areas of northern studies reflect a promising outlook for Canadian science and the northern 
communities in which they serve. 

Applications to The W. Garfield Weston Foundation awards surpassed the previous year’s outcome. ACUNS embarked on 
a targeted campaign with The W. Garfield Weston Foundation specifically aimed at promoting archaeology awards. The 
strategy paid off. There was a highly qualified recipient for each award: a postdoctoral fellowship, two postdoctoral awards, 
and two master’s awards.  

There were however, no qualified applications to consider for POLAR Knowledge Canada’s Northern Resident Award, 
aimed at undergraduate students. ACUNS has been working closely with POLAR to revise the criteria to better reflect the 
course work offered at the college and undergraduate level. Another two awards went unclaimed: The Research Support 
Opportunity in Arctic Environment Studies, sponsored by Environment Canada; and the Arctic Cooperatives award. Although 
these awards are very specific in criteria, effort is underway to promote these opportunities.

The job of adjudicating each of these applications is a critical one that our committee members take seriously. The CNST 
administers the funds for ACUNS’ awards and scholarship programs. Two adjudication committees form the sub-committees 
that oversee the awards: the CNST Management Committee, and the CNST Natural Sciences Committee. Both are comprised 
of volunteers from academia, the public sector and industry whose research careers focus on Canada’s north.

My sincere thanks to Dr. Nick Lunn, Research Scientist at Environment Canada, Wildlife Research - West, who chairs the 
CNST Natural Sciences Committee. He and his team of six scientists evaluate and shortlist the candidates for The W. Garfield 
Weston Foundation awards. His committee’s recommendations are forwarded to the CNST Management Committee that 
reviews each of the finalists before awarding the recipients.  

There were three members from the CNST Management Committee whose two-year terms were fulfilled. We said goodbye 
to Whitney Lackenbauer from the University of Waterloo who is taking a break from his volunteer work with ACUNS to settle 
in as the newly appointed Research Chair at Trent University. We also said goodbye to Chris Derksen of Environment and 
Climate Change Canada who wraps up his term. We are very pleased that Ellen Avard from Makivik Corporation agreed to 
renew her term. This leaves two vacancies on the Management Committee which we are currently working to fill.

Adjudicating over 170 applications is demanding but incredibly fulfilling work. The field of northern studies may be small 
but the level of scholarship emanating from the colleges and universities across our country is impressive. I have strong 
confidence in the future of northern research in Canada. 

 
Dr. Heather Exner-Pirot, CNST Chair
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Postdoctoral Fellowship (Renewal) $50,000

Doctoral Award $50,000

Awards

Postdoctoral Fellowship $50,000

W. Garfield Weston Awards for Northern Research

Matthew Asplin 
University of Victoria
Synoptic drivers of storm surges  
in the western Canadian Arctic

Paul Dainard 
University of Waterloo
Dissolved organic and inorganic carbon 
dynamics in freshwater systems of the Canadian 
subarctic and Arctic

McKenzie Kuhn 
University of Alberta
Methane emissions form lakes in the Northwest 
Territories: effects of groundwater connectivity 
and permafrost thaw

Emily Choy 
McGill University
Using physiological tools to provide an energetics 
framework to assess the risk of shipping and 
resource development to Arctic marine predators

Andrew Hamilton 
University of Ottawa
Ocean forcing of tidewater glaciers  
in the Canadian High Arctic

Timothy Ensom 
Wilfried Laurier University
Hydrothermal Regime of Stream Channels in 
the Tuktoyaktuk Coastlands and Anderson Plain, 
Northwest Territories

Yasmine Majchrzak 
University of Alberta
The role of food in the snowshoe hare -  
lynx cycle

Sarah Gutowsky 
Acadia University
Atmospheric teleconnections and regional 
coherence in reproductive patterns: multi-scale 
climatic factors influencing breeding success of 
avifauna throughout the Canadian Arctic

Louise Chavarie 
University of British Columbia
Great Bear Lake Polymorphism: Understanding 
how northern biodiversity is generated and 
maintained within Canada’s largest lake

Samuel Gagnon 
Université Laval
Climate change and ecological interactions 
affecting permafrost thermal regime and ice patch 
activity in the Narsajuaq River Valley, Nunavik

Allison Patterson 
McGill University
Winter is Coming: Linking movement and 
population dynamics across the full annual  
cycle of an Arctic seabird 

Sarah Fortune 
University of Manitoba
Evaluating the energetic implications of  
climate change to bowhead whales in the 
eastern Canadian Arctic

Scott Williamson 
University of Ottawa
Reconciling Arctic and elevational amplified 
warming using Canada’s northern climate gradients

Geoffrey Kershaw 
Wilfrid Laurier University
Alpine basin water storage and runoff dynamics in 
the Mackenzie Mountains, Canada: An assessment 
of landscape type proportion and position 
affecting stream discharge

Michael Price 
Simon Fraser University
Centennial-scale impacts of climate and fishing  
on the population dynamics of Skeena River 
sockeye salmon

Zoe Panchen 
University of British Columbia
High Arctic phenology shifts under a changing 
climate:  consequences for reproductive success 
and plant community composition
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Master’s Award $15,000 

Claire Bernard-Grand’Maison 
University of Ottawa
Assessing controls on changing surface  
elevation and dynamics of Devon Ice cap

Kamil Chatila-Amos 
University of Guelph
Evaluating the potential of environmental  
DNA sampling methods for biomonitoring  
in the subarctic using Trichoptera

Laurence Carter 
McGill University
Muskox resource selection and interactions  
with caribou in Yukon North Slope

Justine Drolet 
Université du Québec à Rimouski
Thermoregulation and hyperthermia  
in the snow bunting: Influence of Arctic  
warming on individual performance

Aurélie Chagnon-Lafortune 
Université du Québec à Rimouski
Modeling the effect of environmental  
conditions on the availability of arthropods  
for insectivorous birds in the Arctic

Cassandra Elphinstone 
University of British Columbia
Genetic and epigenetic adaptions  
of tundra plants to climate change

Élise Imbeau 
Université du Québec à Chicoutimi
Ice ecology in Arctic lakes

Kyle Lefort 
University of Manitoba
Evaluating the abundance, prey consumption, 
and genetic connectivity of eastern Canadian 
Arctic killer whales (Orcinus orca)

Enooyaq Sudlovenick 
University of Prince Edward Island
Pathogens and heavy metals in harvested  
ringed seals in Iqaluit, Nunavut

Edith Li 
University of British Columbia
Effects of warming temperatures and melting 
permafrost on tree growth in the Mackenzie 
Valley, Northwest Territories

Casey Remmer 
University of Waterloo
Spatial and temporal approaches to determine 
effects of climate change and industrial 
development on a northern freshwater delta

Laurissa Christie 
University of Windsor
Understanding how sea ice influences the Arctic 
deep-water food web across a latitudinal gradient

Katie Goodwin 
Memorial University of Newfoundland
Demographic constraints on boreal tree range 
expansion into tundra ecosystems

Naima Jutha  
University of Calgary
Using local knowledge and hunter-based 
sampling to inform northern mountain  
caribou conservation

Rhiannon Moore 
Simon Fraser University
Tracking microplastics in beluga whales  
and their Arctic habitat

Jesse Vigliotti 
University of Alberta 
Cavity and tree preferences of winter roosting 
birds and resting mammals in southern Yukon

Branaavan Sivarajah 
Queen’s University
Long-term biological responses to arsenic 
contamination in lakes around Yellowknife, 
Northwest Territories

Awards
W. Garfield Weston Awards for Northern Research
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Awards
W. Garfield Weston Awards for Northern Archaeological Research

Postdoctoral Fellowship $50,000

Master’s Award $15,000

POLAR Scholarship $10,000

Doctoral Award $50,000 

Polar Knowledge Canada

Canadian Northern Studies Trust (CNST) Scholarship $10,000

Michael O’Rourke 
Prince of Wales Northern Heritage Centre
The Cultural Landscapes of Kugmallit Bay: 
A values-centred approach to heritage 
management

Jeff Grieve 
Western University
An interactive digital map of Inuvialuit  
heritage and archaeology

Carolyn Gibson 
University of Guelph
Improved characterization of permafrost 
vulnerability to support decision-makers, 
infrastructure, and community stewardship  
in the Northwest Territories

Lucas Brehaut 
Memorial University 
Catalyst for Arctic Change: Role of tundra wildfires 
on latitudinal treeline range expansion

Xavier Giroux-Bougard 
McGill University
Barren-ground caribou movement and the ice 
phenology of freshwater in Canada’s rapidly  
changing North

Tyler Murchie 
McMaster University
Sedimentary ancient DNA and the  
Paleo-American ecology of the late 
 quaternary extinctions

Elenore Hood 
University of Manitoba
Learning from the best: Early paleo-Inuit 
knowledge transference from expert to novice 
flint knappers on southern Baffin Island

Matthew Gilbert 
University of British Columbia
Temperature tolerance and metabolic capacity 
of migratory Arctic char in a warming North

Samantha Walker 
McGill University
Footprints on the tundra: Investigating  
Paleo-Inuit settlement strategies in the  
Foxe Basin region, Nunavut
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POLAR Northern Resident Scholarship $10,000

Nadele Flynn 
University of Alberta
Predicting climate change resilience in the  
Yukon at multiple scales: from biological 
response to site and ecosystem classifications

Meaghan Weatherdon 
University of Toronto
Indigenous social movements in motion:  
Walking the land as decolonizing practice  
in the Journey of Nishiiyuu

Andrea Hanke 
University of Calgary
Traditional knowledge in Dolphin and Union 
caribou health monitoring

Aja Mason 
University of Saskatchewan
Potential links between domestic violence  
and extractive industry in Yukon

Alison Perrin 
Carleton University
Putting northern research into practice: 
Examining the research-policy framework  
in Canada’s North

Paulina Ross 
Thompson Rivers University
Mapping climate related changes to food  
systems and food security in Fort Providence, 
Northwest Territories

Awards
Polar Knowledge Canada

Dr. Jim McDonald Scholarship $5,000

Gunther Abrahamson Research and Management Award $1,500

Research Excellence in the Northwest Territories:  
Holistic, Relevant and Ethical Research in the  
Social Sciences, Humanities and Health Sciences (SSHHS)

Released in July 2018, the report is a culmination of discussions that took place during 2017-
2018 with knowledge-makers and knowledge-users in Yellowknife, Inuvik and Behchokǫ̀,  
as well as from the Sahtú. The report identifies research principles, processes and priorities 
in the Northwest Territories to inform researchers - specifically those just beginning their 
careers in research, and their agencies and/or institutions. Central to all research is advancing 
the well-being of the land, animals and people of the Northwest Territories. Overarching 
principles include taking an integrated, transparent, and inclusive approach and applying  
the principle, “nothing about us without us”.  

Visit our website to download a copy: ACUNS.CA
1Association for Canadian Universities for Northern Studies

Research Excellence in the 
Northwest Territories:
Holistic, Relevant and Ethical Research  
in the Social Sciences, Humanities  
and Health Sciences 

Photo credit: Catherine Forest
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The Weston Family Prize for Lifetime Achievement  
in Northern Research
Dr. Michel Allard - 2017

Congratulations to Dr. Michel Allard, recipient of The Weston Family Prize for Lifetime Achievement in Northern Research by  
The W. Garfield Weston Foundation.  

Dr. Allard is a Professor in the Department of Geography at Université Laval, researching permafrost in Nunavik, northern Québec. His 
dedication to northern science and commitment to applying his research and expertise to urgent environmental concerns of northerners 
spans almost four decades. He has contributed important new insights into understanding permafrost dynamics and the impact of climate 
change on the Arctic environment. His attentiveness to Inuit concerns has led him to collaboratively develop practical solutions that contribute 
to the overall wellbeing and safety of Inuit community members.  

Dr. Allard has authored over 130 scientific papers and mentored over 120 students, many of whom remain active in northern research 
at reputable institutions. In 2006, he received the Northern Science Award from Indian and Northern Affairs Canada, and the Governor 
General’s Polar Medal in 2015.

“With the support of fellow scientists, research professionals and graduate students, I’ve had the privileged opportunity to work closely with 
the Nunavik and Nunavut communities examining the impacts of permafrost in those regions and the vulnerabilities Inuit and First Nation 
communities face due to global warming.” 

The W. Garfield Weston Family Prize for Lifetime Achievement in Northern Research honours an individual’s leadership and commitment  
to northern environmental research. The prize is the largest of its kind and includes a $50,000 award to the recipient, $50,000 to support  
a research fellow of the recipient’s choice, and additional funds for Inuit engagement and fellowship travel. It is administered and awarded 
by the Association of Canadian Universities for Northern Studies (ACUNS). Past awardees include Dr. Serge Payette (2011), Dr. Louis 
Fortier (2012), Dr. John Smol (2013), Dr. Charles Krebs (2014), Dr. Ian Stirling (2015) and Dr. John England (2016).
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